TOURNAMENT EVALUATION FORM

Wheelchair Basketball Canada needs to hear about your experience at the recent tournament in which you officiated. Please fill out this form following your return home and mail it to the V. P. Technical or the Wheelchair Basketball Canada office. We value your input.

TOURNAMENT:
DATES:
ASSIGNER / EVALUATOR:

A. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

**Please indicate YES or NO for applicable questions in the following section by circling the letter.**
If a question does not apply, stroke a line through it.

Pre-tournament information and arrangements:
All the necessary information was provided (Y or N)
The information provided was timely and clear (Y or N)
Local transportation was provided by host committee and was adequate (Y or N)
Accommodations were adequate (Y or N)

Game site:
Adequate change room was provided (Y or N)
There was separate space provided for each gender (Y or N)
Shower facilities and towels were available on site (Y or N)
Game / post game refreshments were available (Y or N)
Table crews were competent (Y or N)
Gymnasium facilities were adequate for this tournament (Y or N)

Meetings with the assigner / evaluator before and during the tournament:
Explanation of expectations by the assigner / evaluator was adequate (Y or N)
Issue of neutrality in assignments was addressed (Y or N)
Questions from officials were properly answered (Y or N)
Meeting was held after each day for feedback and discussion of problem areas (Y or N)
Assigner / evaluator provided open forum for discussion (Y or N)

Assignments:
Assigner / evaluator attended each game you officiated (Y or N)
You had the opportunity to work with different partners (Y or N)
You had the opportunity to officiate different teams (Y or N)
Assignments were announced during the post-day meeting (Y or N)
You feel you were treated fairly in terms of the assignments you received (Y or N)
Post game feedback:
Assigner / evaluator met with officiating crew immediately after the game (Y or N)
Assigner / evaluator commented on all aspects of the game (calls, mechanics, etc.) (Y or N)
Assigner / evaluator was available to discuss areas of concern and answer questions (Y or N)
Time given to the post-game feedback was sufficient (Y or N)

B. ASSIGNER / EVALUATOR’S SCORECARD

Wheelchair Basketball Canada wants to know if the assigners / evaluators dispatched to particular events fulfill their mandate with competence. Feedback from officials is indispensable in that regard. Below are statements pertaining to the performance of the assigner / evaluator at the tournament in which you just took part. You are not required to identify yourself and your individual answers and comments will remain strictly confidential. Sincere answers and comments will be compiled, recorded and considered in the future for nominating assigners / evaluators.

Indicate the position that best represents your opinion with regard to each statement and enter it immediately after the statement.

1 - Strongly Disagree  2 - Disagree  3 - Undecided or N/A  4 - Agree  5 - Strongly Agree

Evaluated according to the expectations explained before the tournament
Displayed sufficient knowledge of rules
Displayed sufficient knowledge of mechanics
Displayed sufficient knowledge of game management principles
Offered appropriate comments on game management and teamwork
Offered appropriate comments on mechanics and judgement
Assigned officials fairly
Assessed my performance fairly
Provided feedback that could help me improve my officiating
Was accessible to discuss situations and answer questions
Should be considered by Wheelchair Basketball Canada for further involvement as an evaluator

Please provided any additional comments you feel appropriate about the evaluation process or the assigner / evaluator on the back of this form.

Thank you for your co-operation.